
190th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, September 21, 2017, 

 

(Official Keshe Foundation Workshops are now under control of KF, Disaster relief to 

be setup from KF with the technology, KF Supporters have broken their promise to 

share the technology, they're only making it for themselves this is why there is now 

stagnation, The Multi-national Corporations are using KF technology and hiding it, but 

they can't get patents so in 15 years time there will be few patents,    , Fear and how to 

deal with it,  ) 

 

(:12). Alex from Nigeria is back after his incident in Nigeria, nice to have you back. 

There was a group in Peru abusing the name of KF making workshops, and saying 

Armen was going to show. We will control workshops now very carefully and from 

now on it has to be authorized by KF. We'll control the teaching that it is in a correct 

way and not for them to be abused by others for their own pocket and benefit.  (:16). 

From now on you can go on the KF website to find a workshop, we have put a team for 

this so the abuses stop.  

(:18). Jim of Australia presents formats of public workshops. They'll start a series of 12 

workshop on each Monday 9/25/17, by the KF. (:21). Part 1 will cover Plasma, Nano, 

and Gans, each will be 30 minutes long on the fundamentals.  

 

(:25). We let any member or the Core team, EC and UC, add anything to this workshop. 

Ursula says we are all going through big crisis now, economic, political, etc.. We have 

these teachings to help us get through. When we feel fear we need to rely on the 

teachings.  (:30). Then in Spanish.  (:33). Alex from Nigeria but he was on another line. 

Vince from the Core Team gives from his soul for the path of the hurricane. Mr. Keshe 

opens the KF in the hurricane areas. They'll setup disaster relief with the KF.  (:37).  

(:41). There is a disaster in Myanmar, 400,000 Muslim villages have been burned by 

army and they have fled to Bangladesh. There is in addition of disease spread and 

hunger.  

(:46). In Bengali.  

(:51).  Q: I am concerned about the lack of organization for disaster victim, what can we 

do so that you can release the blue[print for the free standing MaGrav so we can provide 

them to disaster victims?  We will not release the blueprint of the free-standing Units 

until we come to an agreement with the governments. We are doing this in the 

background but we don't disclose anymore because we saw the mayhem created in 

Accra by a bunch of terrorists from Belgium, Germany, and other places. The Free-

standing MaGrav have to be released in negotiation with certain governments. (:53). 

The Units are already fully developed and operational. The instant we release it 

the Oil Industry will be destroyed. We know it and have disclosed it to a number of 

governments, and the decision on how it's going to be released globally has to be made. 

It's a knowledge that belongs to humanity and not to us, but by releasing it, it will create 

a mayhem. The energy production from it can be massive we have been trying for 2 

years to control the amount of energy it releases. The blueprints for it will only go 

through governments, we have no choice with this, and we are working in the 

background with a number of governments to develop a strategy that we can release it. 

The free-standing or Energy Supply Units will change everything in the world of 

finance. We can produce millions of them around the world in a matter of months. The 

Oil Industry will totally collapse and you can see what a mayhem that will create. ... it 

doesn't matter if people say it's their right to have a blueprint and you have to give it. 

That stupid game we played before (with the MaGrav), nobody was mature, is over. I 



consider everybody mature enough to understand what is going on  (:55). the wireless 

and free-standing system will only be released through one government. When these 

governments are mature enough or will allow it to come through, then it will be done. 

It's not that we are going to do it the way we did it with the MaGrav when we saw the 

Mayhem it created, the people using the MaGrav benefited by it but then say it doesn't 

work because they don't want the neighbor or government to know. The free-standing 

energy Unit will only come out of one government, we'll not do it in any other way 

because we know the instant we release it the mayhem starts. And in that instant other 

problems will arise such that you'll wish that we never released this technology, oil and 

car industry, everything will be wiped out, because it's so simple to develop and 

replicate. The position is not when are we going to release it, but humanity and 

governments are not mature enough to be able to handle such a change. I have listened 

to people say, it's our right to have it, it's your right when you mature enough. The KF 

will supply to governments under very close observation. It will be the decision of the 

governments to come out with this technology. We are working with the highest level of 

governments and we are protecting them from what we know will come as a mayhem. 

(:57). This will collapse the Oil and American reliance on oil will collapse overnight, 

literally. the Middle Eastern backing of the oil will collapse immediately. I was getting 

encouraged by somebody recently that we can hide it in another system that it doesn't 

show itself. But I said it won't take anybody more then a few minutes to understand that 

the energy has to come from somewhere so there must be an energy source in there. ??? 

we have to do it the way we see it or there will be a much greater disaster. On the other 

hand there are a number of things people can do to help themselves. The materials in the 

disaster area can be used to generate the materials needed for rescuing or helping others. 

The blame is not in teaching, not blame but the job goes back to the KF supporters 

around the world to start teaching. We have taught enough, now it's for you to teach 

how to make a Pain Pen, Pad, the system to make a balanced temperature of 22 degrees 

in a cold area. All has been taught and nobody is doing anything about it because you 

are just here to take what you like from the technology that it might benefit you. Very 

few are responding to your asking for help. The majority here are free riders and this 

can't be. This is what I said, we did the One Nation, One Planet,  (:59). agreement but ?? 

nothing has gone ahead. The Councils are working on the ethos. ?? But you have given 

up because you couldn't get anything free out of it. Why isn't the teaching going on, 

why aren't you going out and teaching and reaching more. It's not us anymore, it's you 

as us that has to make the move. You have (at least) 2 hours a day free, put the teaching 

and ethos out there free. ?? paying to show people how to make Gans'. It's a very 

strange situation, a lot of people don't want to know because then they have to do 

something about it, it's not my problem until it becomes my problem. How many KF 

supporter made Patches to take across to States that were in line to get hit with the 

hurricane. How many of you made CH3 and CO2 at least to feed some of the energy 

that is needed? None. Bounty doesn't rain on people, it has to come from people to rain 

on the others. We are here to serve and not be served, it's very easy to say I am prepared 

to teach. Give a man fish and you have to give him one every day, teach him to fish and 

he feds himself. It's the teaching that has to expand, this is what we are doing with a 

couple of governments where we'll go on the radio stations to teach. ... The problem is 

not the knowledge, it is complete it is how you evolve it.  (1:01). There are people who 

know it but are not happy to teach it because there is so much negativity by 1 or 2 

people on the Internet. There are millions of us using the technology in every shape or 

form. It is us who have to learn to have confidence in the technology we carry. 30  

 



 

(1:07). I saved 30 to 50%, thank you Jack. You broke the promise and that is why the 

stagnation has come. How many of you who followed the teachings continued with the 

Ambassadors and the rest until we get the One Nation done, nothing, it's left in the 

hands of a few EC and UC members to try and find a resolution or to make the Charter, 

while they are making the charter you have to make the push. ... the ethos is that you 

broke the promise to start with, you made the Gans' and Patches just for 

yourselves. For example, "I used to be in pain, I used the technology and got helped, 

now I spend 1 hour a week building units and teaching the others for free." What's the 

use of giving you another power unit, then the next thing you ask for the flight system 

then you can escape from this planet and we'll have no problem, but what's after that?  

All the KF supporters go back into what was the reason that you came here to learn? 

You didn't come to learn how to make the Pens and Pads,  (1:09). you came to learn 

how to be a correct conduct person in the U, and you got it free. The more you give the 

more you receive. You made 1 Patch and it helped you, now make 2 Patches and teach. 

And ask the person, ?? this is the promise to your soul, do that. Would we have gone 

much further, or is the humanity ready? This is the question and where we now have the 

problem. The guy ?? has used the KF and misused its name and  for his personal 

benefit. We have seen this in other places, it's a point of misusing the technology to 

abuse the others, and you all pay for it heavily, not us, it's you who has to balance the 

soul. Don't cry to open the blueprint, I opened the patents and the only ones who have 

understood them are the multi-national (corporations), they are the only ones who sit in 

these teaching and listen to every single word. We see space industry, auto, food, etc.. 

they are sitting here listening with their top guys to see what new things they can take. It 

has come to the point that it's a free patent for the industry so they can sell it to you for 

10 times more.  (1:11). In a number of cars you drive today has the KF technology in 

them. They have hidden it, ask any of them to open the patent on the new batteries, they 

can't do so because they can't get a patent on it, because it is already open the way I 

promised. (?? means that they have not patented their products because it would show 

the KF technology.)  We forced one of the car manufacturers to open one of their 

patents, they said they can't that it was pending, but they knew they couldn't get it 

because it was using KF technology they're using in their batteries. People don't know 

how the corporations are working around the KF plasma technology under different 

names and they're breaking through. ?? Uplink is paying for the free knowledge given to 

you, but they're hiding it behind. When you see something similar to KF work ask them 

to show you a patent and none of them can show it. The you and I have operated in the 

past few years has made sure that a new science which is based on KF technology in 

any shape or form is not patentable. In 10 to 15 years time you'll find very few patents, 

because we the way we have opened it (written the patents), but the energy has to go, 

there is no other way then through the governments. It has to go through governments, 

and it will open up through one government. I have reached an agreement with a major 

government and I stick to my position until they move on the next step.  (1:13). Any 

other questions. Q: Man wants help to finish his system to help others. MaGrav flower 

of life.  (1:16). he can help people at a long distance. (1:19). He shares some pictures 

and talks about it. 27 ears up and 27 ears down, (hard to understand). He made some 

towers ...  he felt the plasma 2 blocks away from himself, it was the first time he started 

to sleep well. He started talking with his soul, not physically, his wife can talk with 

words.  (1:23). I experimented with Gans' but it is very powerful, have to be careful, 

reaches every cell in body.   (1:29). with the Zn you can start to cure your emotion.  ... 

my soul told me to not go further but to first ask Mr. Keshe.  (1:31). Mr. Keshe says he 



still doesn't understand what he is trying to do, if you can be more precise. If you watch 

the flower the fields can heal you.  What we are trying to do now is take the guess work 

out these things, we are working with universities and organizations to evaluate these 

systems. In the next few months and years we'll see more explanations how these fields 

effect us. It depends on how you set things up. He shares a screen.  (1:33). Many people 

are producing MaGrav and Gans' but they really don't understand how they produce 

them. He draws 3 Gans boxes ZnO2, CO2, and CH3. what you see on the drawing is in 

the matter state. You are making these Gans' in the same place with the boxes next to 

each other.  (1:35). But in fact they are all effecting each other without your knowing it. 

If you unintentionally or intentionally move the boxes around you are changing then 

kind of Gans you are producing. So it may look like CO2 but it is different version 

because of the fields of the other boxes. In the manufacturing process this has to change. 

When I made the first ?? Gans it took my 3 or 4 years to develop. He bought a box with 

24 or 28 divisions. If you are using Gans for food production. This type of box is not the 

same as the larger ones. I used the 28 divisions boxes because I wanted to produce a 

specific Gans for a specific job. You don't have to produce toms of it, a small amount 

with a very specific purpose will do. It's like with Indian curry, beginners use lots of 

spices but you only need a little used properly to get the best taste.  (1:38). When you 

want to produce a Gans for a specific part of the body you have to carefully plan it out. 

When I want to make energy for food I make a condition that I can produce CH3 around 

the outer boundary. For a diabetic I only produce CHs in center, for psychological 

conditions I produce ZnO2 up here, for muscles. ...  goes into details  .. 

 

.. a lot of you just get the plates and do whatever you think, but you don't understand 

what you are doing, monkey see monkey do.  

(1:41).  

current passing through all these small connected boxes are balanced just like in the 

body ..  

... when you take the Gans out of these boxes they are mature Gans'   (1:45). for exactly 

what you want to use them for. You have AA on top of each one and it's exactly the 

combination for what you need. Many of you just take the Gans and not the AA, but 

your body is mainly AA with a common strength to it. Most of you haven't 

comprehended the AA, this one is Carbon related AA connected with CO2 and O, this 

one is Zn connected and this with sugar. If you take this it is correct for a given disease. 

If you are running Health systems, if you put AA from this box, in the unit or in 

dynamic cores you'll link up directly with the (AA) of the disease. You can only use the 

AA in this way when you set up a box like this that replicates the body,  (1:47). if you 

turn the box upside down you'll see another dimension. He imposes the body over the 

boxes to see their positions. ... now you see how the knowledge has to be used. From 

this you fill your boxes for what you need. .  

... when you use the Gans' of this box you go through the digestion system, the AA go 

?? that's a Gans of the AA and not the AA itself.    

... the process has been taught if you go back to the original teachings  

(1:51)... 

 

(1:53). The Systems coming out of Austria will be so targeted the doctors won't be abel 

to deny.  

.. if you put 3 boxes you can go even more specific (deeper) . 

making 1 boxes takes me 3 weeks, you do it in a day. 



(1:56). The digestive system works this way, the lung cell finds its way to the lymph 

which has the energy, because it has called upon the energy. ... the lymph links up with 

the cell in need and transfers it fields that becomes the physical matter. When there is no 

demand on the lymph then it gets stored in the liver. Everybody thinks the blood feeds 

the liver, but in fact the lymph does, it's energy crosses the wall to be stored, because 

liver has matching MG fields, it's controlled by the brain where what needs to go. This 

is how the body works, but also how every being in the U works and not just the body 

of man.  (1:58). if in deep space you come across another being how do you assist, if 

you understand the principle then its easy, but if you have to go to university to learn to 

treat other beings, in such a way then it would take a lifetime to study every creature in 

the U. But if you understand the principle then every being has the same process, what 

would you like to reach, for me it's easier to go for the soul, because at the end of it they 

all connect to it. It's the creator of it. But this requires a lot of understanding of the 

totality of the knowledge of the plasma in respect to everything else. When you make a 

helmet, superimpose the box over it,  (2:00).  

... Mg and Ca dictate the position of the soul .. 

.. to produce the right kind of CO2 and ZnO2 combination, what about adding a Zn N 

coated plate and then a Mg plate, then the fields in the center are reached, you have to 

watch where your Cu sits. The only muscle in brain sits on the boundary. .. 

put a Gans water in the city, how many people changed. The Russians used something 

near this on American ship. You can change the situation with this, it is near to be 

perfected. Each box in my lab has different color on it.   (2:05). These will be in the 

museum. This is why the way I work it's so effective because everything has to taken 

into consideration. 21 

 

 

(2:13). 

 

(2:15).  

(2:23). 

 

(2:32). 

(2:37). Man wants clarity on what the Councils are doing with the peace and how we 

can help. We are inviting them to Mt. Carmel? The reason I chose Mt. Carmel, was for 

the end of the belief in the Bahai faith. I explained this before, the Bahai faith was 

established to bring world peace and the House of justice was dedicated and promised 

in its building was to bring the world leaders there to sign the world peace, and when it 

was offered to them they refused it, so they went against the wishes of Bahaula. That 

was the end of the Bahai faith they finished their own term, when they went against the 

wishes of their own creator.  (2:39). I knew before hand that they'll do this. You'll see 

the demise of the Bahai faith around the world. This is very important and was brought 

up by governments very recently, why we chose Haifa. Thou shall not kill, but you can 

kill yourself. The cornerstone of Bahai faith is to bring world peace and unity to 

mankind, and when the opportunity was given they had to refuse , which I knew from 

the beginning they'll do, because of the way the structure is set, and that is the abuse of 

the name of God, but this is a more recent one, ...   and they are all busy gathering more 

wealth, establishing a second Vatican in a faster way.  ... the cycle of man with the 

prophet of physicality with this action, they finished themselves. That is why I went 

worldwide without a temple, we established the peace in the soul of the man and not in 

a building on a mountain that was promised. The leaders of the Bahai went directly 



against the wishes of their own prophet.  (2:41). They brought about their own 

termination. Q: So we can reach out to any government except China. You can do for 

any government what we said about China is that we have to understand the political 

structure in China, and we have to understand that their are forces at work beyond what 

is brought to the public, with different nations and governments. We have to respect 

each one as it is. there are a number of governments that KF followers are talking with. 

Very recently I was on a flight with one of the world presidents and it was easy to open 

a conversation in regards to the peace treaty in respect to her country. I sat there and my 

soul goes to her that she gets elevated to the understanding of the peace. The KF people 

are not weak, we have some powerful people business wise or politically, and have been 

touched by the soul of the technology.  (2:43). and the foundation and they are working 

in the background, but we don't go open anymore, because there are those we believe in 

destruction to confirm their existence. As you have seen in the past 8 weeks we go in a 

totally different direction, we just teach, and extol the level of knowledge. One of our 

supporters found out that the PM of Australia never received the invitation, but the 

response we received was that he was occupied somewhere else, now they're 

approaching it a totally different way with him. We have to carry on to the point that 

they receive it and understand it, because there are so many filters put in front of them, 

reach them through the soul. We have a huge problem in that we blame the others for 

not doing it. We ask the KF supporters, don't stop writing to the same leaders every few 

weeks until you get through. We have to mix the emotion, soul, and physicality 

together. We have a number of presidents and governments lined up to talk with in 

respect to these things. (2:45).  

... the ethos is to give unconditionally ...  

don't stop approaching the ambassadors.  (2:50). Don't stop elevating your president 

(Trump), he needs a lot of elevation in his soul. (2:52). KF followers  understand the 

teachings of this morning because it brings a new insight and dimension and you can 

run new systems, and understanding physicality, the actual physical process, if you 

understand this a lot of new medical systems can be developed, with this process new 

materials can be developed, the mutation of elements comes from this kind of process, 

because now you create new conditions. If you go a step further, instead of using boxes 

with divisions, place dynamic reactors with different combinations of loads. I promise 

you 2 things,  (2:54). some of these will fly off. Look for production of new materials in 

the gaps between the reactors. This opens a totally new dimension. This brings us very 

close to the real workings of any system in the universe, at least with the knowledge we 

have now. Don't wait to see but try to understand what fields it creates the process, if 

you are waiting to see a physical process then you have already failed and haven't 

understood, but if you put a system here and wish happiness, and find out which system 

was the cause of, transmitted and directed. Try the dynamic systems setup like the soul 

of the man. A scientific organization has started to construct these systems for He and 

plutonium and the rest, without using the actual material. (2:56). With my knowledge it 

is so easy to deplete every nuclear warhead in the world. The physical structure remains 

there but when they open it up there is no material inside. The whole knowledge needs 

expansion and to be understood, need to go to the next step and be comprehended in its 

real operation, then what you'll start to see are balls of plasma in different colors and 

positions, because they create a dynamic condition. I know a man who has a hundred 

cores setup everywhere but he doesn't get anything, if he were to set it up like this then 

he would start feeding the fields. Those wanting flight should setup like this, you'll find 

Star Formations (SF)  (2:58).  inside this arrangement and should see flight, the more 

interactions the more comes. because the ratio is 1:3 you need to absorb from 3 



directions to be able to give from one, because giving is much more .. you have to 

receive more to be able to give more, that's why the SF is ?? , now you have the same 

thing here. Q: Can you speak of the fear? No I speak of the joy. Because all of our life is 

made of fear. Do you read this yesterday in the Arabic teaching. .. is it fear of you from 

yourself or from something you don't know? No the fear that we can't give because we'll 

loose that's why I am bringing this up. No the thing is you have to go in a different 

dimension. When you give, you give with what you can help, not with what you don't 

need. If you look at it that why you'll succeed. You look at it as if I give I loose,  (3:00). 

but look at it if I give I succeed for somebody to succeed. This is something we have to 

resolve inside ourselves. Do you have any fear to teach your son mathematics and 

knowledge? Absolutely not. Then why have fear to give. Q: Because we are structured 

like this. No, we aren't structured like this, we have decided to be like this. It's a very 

big difference. Fear has been part of the physicality and not the soul and when you 

understand this then you don't need to worry about it. The fear has been used and 

elevated for matter of control of the physicality, the soul has not fear. You're a Muslim, 

look at the life of Mohammed did he have any fear when he demolished the statues, no 

because he knew (he was right) he brings people to be detached from the physicality on 

this planet. Statues connect us to the physicality of this planet. Why should fear be part 

of it. The fear should be in me not being able to elevate another soul, and not being able 

to serve the others and not them serving me, it doesn't matter what will happen to me. 

Then there is no fear but a joy when you see your son who from your teaching becomes 

a highly educated man because you helped to do it. Do you have a fear of highly 

educated, unless you don't want to see the success of your son.  (3:02). So what is the 

fear. ... In the physical world fear is if you do wrong we'll chop your hands off and the 

rest. If you do this we'll do this, there is a punishment. Punishment is used to create fear 

in you to stop you from elevating your soul, so that you are only worried about what's 

going to physically happen to you. But the fear of man should be where I am going to 

fail to elevate another, then you'll have no fear because you'll give unconditionally. 

Redefine (fear), then you'll succeed.  (3:04). 21 

 

 

(3:21).  

 

..now that we understood what went wrong in Germany, (3:23). we'll support heavily 

the KF German Manufacturing. Q: How is absorbing salts in the body connected with 

the N coating in the body? We have no N coating in the body, everything in the body is 

in a Gans and plasma state. When it becomes N then it's a matter state. The only N 

materials in our body are our nails and hair. The skin is not in the N layer it's a 

combination of the field interaction. Call it a day. Please continue to go to press and 

officials for One Nation, peace.  (3:26).  Music 

End 

 


